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Micro usb charging cable wiring diagram

USB chargers can impact how fast your device's battery gets back to 100%, but they're not the only determining factor. The wrong cable can slow down charging speeds as well. Redditor Esteef explains.USB cables have a data wire and a charging wire within the cable itself. Most USB
cables, probably over 99+% are 28/28. Buying after market micro USB cables will pretty much always result in getting cheap quality 28/28 cables and your device will barely break 500mah when it charges, maybe even less. This isn't the only issue though. After you use a cable for a while it
pushes slight stresses on the micro USB connector itself and compresses it. This causes poor connectivity between your device and the wire. This is why it seems like your device port feels like it's getting loose and you think something is wrong. It's most likely the cable being slowly
damaged over time. Solution? Get a 28/24 gauge cable. 24 gauge is ~ 60% larger and can handle 2amps. This is what is usually sent when you buy a tablet or large phone device. Your wire slowly gets damaged over time or may even stop working entirely. You order a cheap cable off
Amazon or eBay and it never appears to charge at the correct speed anymore.I previously noticed this problem awhile back when I bought a bunch of cheap USB cables on Amazon. I got 12 for $5, and the reviews noted that charging speeds were very slow. I figured it was worth the risk for
$5, so I went with it. It turned out they were right. Now I only use these cables in my overnight charging drawer where the speed is irrelevant. So, if you need a cable that charges at an adequate speed, heed the advice of Esteef and go with 28/24 gauge USB cables.Know why your
smartphone is charging slowly | RedditPhoto by Paul. Updated 07/13/17 by Jon Martindale to clarify shipping date. Vinpok’s new Bolt USB Type-C magnetic cable is designed to be a one-stop shop for charging smart devices like laptops, tablets, and mobile handsets, by boosting the
available power and connecting easily to the charge port. It makes use of a “snap and charge” design, and ups the ante over other magnetic Micro USB cables by offering up to 87-watt charging for 15-inch MacBook Pros. While its claims to being the first to offer such functionality in a
magnetic cable could be debated, its ease of use is a significant feature. Each cable comes with a USB Type-C plug that fits into the charge port of your laptop or smartphone and then the cable connects magnetically to that to enable charging. The magnetic grip is designed to keep it in
place, without the need for plugging in and out, which can cause abrasion over time. Currently available to pre-order for $30 — though said to be typically priced at $60 — the Vinpok Bolt comes in two color options: Black and silver. It’s compatible with all USB Type-C devices, though new
MacBooks and MacBook Pros are specifically cited in the product listing. The magnetic connection itself is said to make use of gold-plated needles for a durable and efficient charging with neodymium magnets binding the cable to the adapter, for a strong but easy-to-remove connection. As
with other USB Type-C cables, it’s entirely reversible, meaning the age-old search for the correct orientation of traditional USB connections is a thing of the past. Vinpok has confirmed that the Bolt magnetic cable will begin shipping out on July 25, so if you do pre-order one you won’t have
long to wait. If you can’t wait for this one, Vinpok does sell other cables, like a 3-in-1 connector that combines Micro USB and lightning connectors to make a charger that is compatible with both iPhone and Android devices, though it’s not magnetized. Of course make sure to check your
device actually has a USB Type-C port before buying a cable such as this. If you’re running something like a Microsoft Surface, it won’t have one. Editors' Recommendations diy13/ShutterstockDid you know that electronic waste is fastest growing waste stream globally? This is due to both
the shortened lifespan of our electronic devices and societies demands for the newest high-tech products. The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that only 15 to 20 percent of e-waste is recycled, the rest of these electronics go directly into landfills, incinerators and are illegally
exported to developing countries.Common practice is to use an electronic device for a while and discard it once the new model comes out. Unfortunately, if the new model or device has a different charging port it renders your old collection of charging cables virtually useless. So what do you
do when it’s time to clean out the drawer full of old, no longer relevant cables?Retail Drop-OffOne of the easiest ways to recycle old chargers and cables is by taking a trip to your local Best Buy. Every Best Buy in the US has a kiosk for recycling electronics just inside the door. According to
the Best Buy website, they accept “rechargeable batteries, wires, cords, cables and plastic bags.” Check out their website to see if Best Buy will accept what you want to recycle.RecycleWhen removed from the sheath, pure copper wire can be sold for salvage. It likely won’t be worth a
fortune, but you can at least make some cash off old cables that you’re never going to use again. Any metal recycling center will accept your copper-cored wires, and will likely accept most of your small electronics, in addition to other wires and cables. You can also sell or recycle your used
electronics.Give to a Friend or a Family MemberNot everyone quickly upgrades computers or other electronics. So before discarding a giant collection of cables and chargers, make sure to ask your friends and family members if they might be able to use them. Additionally, with the
exception of some Apple products, most home entertainment cords and cables can be used with other devices. So be sure to check their functionality before donating them.Donate to STEM programsSchools and many non-profits have STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) programs or projects that often use older technology. Your old cable cords, chargers and wires very well may not be so outdated for educational purposes. These programs appreciate electronic donations even if all you have is the odd power cord or old Ethernet cable that
wasn’t quite long enough.Learn what to do with your old cellphone here. And here’s what to do with your old computer. Hi, i have a genius usb mouse(Model "GM-03023U Made in china), its cable near the usb male end got cut off and i could'nt trace the connections back to the circuit board.
It has 5 wires from the circuit board. the cable can be plugged off from the circuit borad and can be replaced with a new cable. but i can't find such a cable. so can any one help me how to solder the wires to a usb connector? i'll be putting it on a 6p dpdt,and if i now know which is
which,where should i place it?in the on or off position? Charge your iPad using 2 USB ports, twice as fast as on a single USB port. 1. Cut 2 iPod|iPhone|iPad Cables 2. Identify and verify the cables that carry power (in case you are not using the apple supplied cables) - usually they are red
(+5V) and black (G) 3. On one of the USB cables, cut and isolate the data cables (the two cables NOT power related as in item 2 above) 4. Reconnect everything (I used a small veroboard, but just simple splicing/soldering should be okay) - Just make sure you connect the power cables IN
PARALLEL. 5. Insulate and test (I used Sugru to create a more hardy enclosure) This has been tested to bring up a 7% battery charge iPad to full in  about 5 hours - more testing is underway for validation) Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you
can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. The best micro USB cables should be durable and able to charge your phone or other devices at full speed. Micro USB cables used to be the most common cable and
port for charging everything from smartphones and tablets to Bluetooth headphones and gaming mice, but these days USB-C is more common. Despite that, there are still plenty of devices that use micro USB cables. Our top choice for most people is the Fuse Chicken Titan Loop M at
Amazon. Aside from the unique name, it's highly durable with steel around the wires to prevent tangling and breakage. It also supports fast charging and data transfer. If you have more USB-C devices, be sure to take a look at our list of the best USB-C cables. When you need to charge
your phone, the best kind of cable is the one you’ve got on you. You don’t want to carry around a long cable that’ll get tangled and take up a ton of space, and you also don’t want one that’ll get damaged while stored in a bag, pocket, or purse. This is where the Fuse Chicken Titan Loop M
cable comes in. This Micro USB cable is built with steel around the wires to make it extremely durable. It can also fold around on itself to create a loop that easily attached to keychains or bags. This cable can charge, with some fast charging supported, and transfer data. Though a bit more
expansive than some models, Smart&Cool’s GenX cable can come in handy if you need more options beyond just the Micro USB connection. This five-foot model uses a similar type of magnetic nib that stays plugged into your devices to easily connect to the cable. But, this version includes
nibs for Micro USB, Lightning, and USB Type-C. So, in addition to data transfer and fast charging, you get plenty of versatility. Magnetic tips are one way to simplify plugging in Micro USB cables, but JianHan has a product that takes another route. The Micro USB and USB-A ends of this
cable are both made to be reversible. The special design lets you plug it in without worrying about whether it’s upside down. For the affordable price, you even get three cables of varying sizes, with a six-foot, three-foot- and 1.5-foot cable included. These cables can transfer data and
support some fast charging. Sometimes you don’t need anything too fancy, but just something that’s just trusty. Rampow has a 6.5-foot Micro USB cable that will allow you to transfer data and charge devices quickly thanks to thick 21 AWG cables inside. This cable supports QuickCharge
2.0, making it a great pick for your devices that use that fast charging standard. This is a braided cable, which is often less prone to tearing or getting cut open to expose the wire. And, Rampow has backed the durability of this design with a lifetime warranty. Anker is a reliable brand when it
comes to cables and battery-related products. It makes plenty of battery packs for mobile devices, and its cables are a perfect pairing for mobile charging. These are durable cables made to handle plenty of bending. They use a thick, 20 AWG wire inside transmits power effectively, offering
support for some types of fast charging. The cables can also transfer data. The Powerline comes in different colors and sizes of one foot, three feet, six feet, and ten feet. Sometimes a normal Micro USB cable isn’t the best one for the job. The straight connection found on the ends of most
cables can make them inconvenient when you want to hold the device, tuck it away somewhere, or keep it plugged in in a specific position and orientation. CableCreation has angled Micro USB cables that plug in and then make a 90-degree turn. These are braided cables that support data
transfer, and one reviewer has said they support QuickCharge 2.0 for fast charging. These are extra affordable in packs of two, and come they come in multiple sizes. Belkin has a handy cable to make your life easy and make your friends’ lives easy, too. While most Micro USB cables
would just have the Micro USB connection at the end, this one also keeps an adapter on the end that can convert the Micro USB to a Lightning connector. In other words, you can charge your device or an iPhone with this cable. So, if you’ve got multiple devices or are surrounded by friends
who are always running out of battery, this cable has you covered. It can also transfer data using both connectors. If you’re often rough on your USB cables and have run into lots of broken connectors or torn cables, then this one might be for you. Belkin’s Mixit DuraTek Micro USB cable is
built to be extra tough. The connectors at each end are enclosed in hard aluminum cases. The ends of the cables also are reinforced to handle a lot more bending than a basic cable, so it can handle more drops and use. Inside, it’s even reinforced with Kevlar. This cable supports data
transfer and fast charging, and Belkin backs it with a five-year warranty. There’s not just one company that makes a cable ready for both Micro USB and Lightning connections. CableCreation has an affordable and handy 2-in-1 cable that has a Micro USB end. But, attached to that end is a
Micro UBS-to-Lightning adapter, giving you an easy way to carry around one cable while having the option to charge and transfer data on both Android smartphones and iPhones, among other devices. This cable comes in a four-foot size or an easily portable 0.8-foot size, both of which are
affordable. NetDot has an affordable, quality option for anyone who needs multiple cables and has multiple devices but wants the convenience of magnetic connections. For the price of some single Micro USB cables, NetDot offers a three-pack of 3.3-foot cables with Micro USB nips that
can stay permanently plugged into your devices. Then, when you need to plug the devices in, you just need to put the magnetic end of the cable close to the nib and it’ll snap right on. These cables support fast charging and data transfer, though data transfer is only supported with the cable
oriented in one direction. Charging, meanwhile, works in either of the cables orientations. Monoprice has the cable you’ll want for any extra long connections you might need to make. This is a 15-foot cable with a simple design and an affordable price. It’s available in black or white. While
there’s little about it to get really excited about, it should prove handy. Both ends of the cable have some simple reinforcement, and there's a ferrite choke that can help prevent issues with data transmission and interference. If you need something simple, reliable, and long that you’ll
generally keep plugged in (rather than plugging and unplugging frequently), this is a good option. Anker is one of the better known brands for cables and charging accessories. The company offers high-quality compenents for a reasonable price, and the Anker PowerLine 6ft. is no exception.
It consists of a six foot long micro USB cable that's reinforced with "bulletproof aramid fiber" to make it stronger than the average cable. According to Anker, it can stand up to more than 5,000 bends, so you don't have to worry about it fraying or getting tangled in your pocket. Fast charging
and data transfer are both supported, along with a 18-month warranty. Final Verdict The best micro USB cable to get is the Fuse Chicken Titan Loop M (view at Amazon) for its impressive durability, ability to attach to keychains, and support for fast charging and data transfers. For a feature-
packed option, we like the Smart&Cool GenX Nylon Braided 3-in-1 (view at Amazon). It comes with a variety of adapters to let you use it with micro USB, USB-C, and Lightning cables, and supports fast charging.
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